Memon Shadi
Uniting Memon Hearts World Wide
www.memonshadi.ca
Email: memonshadi@gmail.com

Our Approach in Uniting Memon Hearts:
Confidential, private, safe and secure (No personal information is on our Website: NO pictures of bride, groom; NO names). It is managed by volunteers of Memon families. Not a commercial venture. Professional and Goal oriented – More details on our website.

DID YOU KNOW: Research conducted by the Harvard School of Public Health has revealed that eating fish just twice a week can reduce the risk of heart disease by a third? Source: MEMON ALAM JUNE 2013 @ memonpoint.com

Picks of the Month:

- **News of the month:**
  - All India Memon Jamat Federation’s Scheme: Full House: Needy Memons get homes through community aid [details]
  - Surat Municipal Corporation sealed Morbi Tankara Memon Hall as the property that was developed as a residential unit was used for community functions such as marriages and other celebrations. [details]
  - Community One ID: Ali Bhojani & Suhail Khandwani

- **Facebook Page of the Month:** MEMON ASSOCIATION OF CANADA [details]

- **Memon History Series**
  - DHORAJI Memon Jamat History: Younus Qish is Memon Poet Scholar of Memonology Representative of Dhoraji Memon Jamat India & Pakistan [view]

- **Website of the Month:** MY MEMONS [details]

- **Quote of the Month:** “Sports is the alternate way of Personality Development and Career Growth.” Mr. Iqbal Hamid Memon (Officer) MY MEMONS

- **Memon Publication Series:** Upleta Memon Samachar. “Upleta Memon Samachar” (Gujarati) published by Muslim Kutubkhana, Upleta, India.[info courtesy : Br. Qasim Abbas] (Contact details)

- **Good Read:** Interesting Islamic articles exist, such as, The Physics of The Day of Judgement. @ islamicity.org

Social Justice (Samaji N’yaya)
On the culture of listening:
And Allah has extracted you from the wombs of your mothers not knowing a thing, and He made for you hearing and vision and intellect that perhaps you would be grateful. [Abu Dhabi Memon Community Friday Sermon 14-04-2017]

Memon Language Series - "Panji Mithi Boli Memoni"

Kro (pronounced k-roo)
meaning
English – What
Urdu – Kya
Example Memni: Kro kapeto?
Example English: What do you want?
Example Urdu: kya chaie?
[Source: Memonpedia]

Good to know:
- Hajee Saleh Mohammed Ahmed Sait Cutchi Memon Jamath Khana, Bangalore, Video Tour
- The important difference between the Lillah and Zakaat charities [Memon Association of Saudi Arabia]
- Sheikh Memon Street: Home to wholesale market Unlike some historic roads in South Mumbai, Sheikh Memon Street’s name has remained this way since the colonial era.” [source]
- At Wadi Bunder, the eyes are pleased by a green arbour in the courtyard of Jaffer Suleman Musafir Khana Trust. Built by a Kutchi Memon in remembrance of his brother, it provides subsidised lodging to pilgrims embarking on Haj. [in: Source][Trust]
- From News Archive: Jawwad Iqbal Gaba, Another Memon of Pakistan in Guinness Book (A Okhai Memon, age 17 years) [Source: Times Gujarati @ Memon Point]